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Fiber Optic Cabling, Second EditionNewnes, 2001
Essential reading for anyone involved in fiber optic cable applications, from installation engineers to IT professionals.

Fiber Optic Cabling is a practical guide to all aspects of designing, specifying and installing systems for LANs and other data communications applications.  The second edition has been completely revised and updated...
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Advanced Functional Programming: 6th International School, AFP 2008, Heijen, The Netherlands, May 19-24, 2008, Revised LecturesSpringer, 2009
This tutorial book presents seven carefully revised lectures given at the 6th International School on Functional Programming, AFP 2008, in Heijen, The Netherlands in May 2008.

The book presents the following seven, carefully cross-reviewed chapters, written by leading authorities in the field: Self-adjusting: Computation with Delta ML,...
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Metrology in Industry: The Key for QualityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Metrology is an integral part of the structure of today’s world: navigation and telecommunications require highly accurate time and frequency standards; human health and safety relies on authoritative measurements in diagnosis and treatment, as does food production and trade; global climate studies also depend on reliable and consistent...
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Next Generation Transport Networks: Data, Management, and Control PlanesSpringer, 2005

	Covering past, present and future transport networks using three layered planes written by experts in the field.


	Targeted at both practitioners and academics as a single source to get an understanding of how transport networks are built and operated


	Explains technologies enabling the next generation transport...
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Business Information Systems: 14th International Conference, BIS 2011, Pozna, PolandSpringer, 2011

	BIS 2011 held in Pozna´n, Poland, was the 14th in a series of international conferences
	on business information systems. The BIS conference series has been
	recognized by professionals from the very beginning as a forum for the exchange
	and dissemination of topical research in the development, implementation, application
	and...
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Tabletops - Horizontal Interactive Displays (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2010

	This book is an attempt to bring together current research in the domain of interactive
	horizontal displays. The book integrates and summarises findings from the
	most important international tabletop research teams. It provides a state-of-the-art
	overview and allows for the discussion of emerging and future directions in research
	and...
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Turbulence And Coherent Structures in Fluids, Plasmas And Nonlinear Medium (World Scientific Lecture Notes in Complex Systems)World Scientific Publishing, 2006


	The problem of turbulence and coherent structures is of key importance in

	many fields of science and engineering. It is an area which is vigorously

	researched across a diverse range of disciplines such as theoretical physics,

	oceanography, atmospheric science, magnetically confined plasma, nonlinear

	optics, etc. Modern studies...
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Complex Networks: Second International Workshop, CompleNet 2010, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, October 13-15, 2010Springer, 2012


	The International Workshop on Complex Networks—CompleNet

	(www.complenet.org)—was initially proposed in 2008 with the first workshop

	taking place in 2009. The initiative was the result of efforts from researchers

	from the Bio-Complex Laboratory in the Department of Computer Sciences at

	Florida Institute of...
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Air Pollution Modeling and its Application XV (v. 15)Springer, 2002

	This volume contains the papers and poster abstracts presented at the 25th NATO/CCMS International Technical Meeting on Air Pollution Modelling and Its Application held in Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, during 15-19 October 2001. This ITM was jointly organized by the University of Aveiro, Portugal (Pilot country) and by the Catholic University of...
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Advances in Intelligent Networking and Collaborative Systems: The 11th International Conference on Intelligent Networking and Collaborative Systems ... in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents the latest innovative research findings, methods, and development techniques related to intelligent social networks and collaborative systems, intelligent networking systems, mobile collaborative systems, and secure intelligent cloud systems. Offering both theoretical and practical perspectives, it also reveals...
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Sustainability Issues in Environmental Geotechnics: Proceedings of the 2nd GeoMEast International Congress and Exhibition on Sustainable Civil ... Interaction Group in Egypt (SSIGE)Springer, 2018

	This edited volume deals with the attempts made by the scientists and practitioners to address contemporary issues in geoenvironmental engineering such as characterization of dredged sediments, geomaterials and waste, valorization of waste, sustainability in waste management and some other geoenvironmental issues that are becoming quite relevant...
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Multimedia-based Instructional Design: Computer-Based Training; Web-Based Training; Distance Broadcast Training; Performance-Based Solutions, Second EditionPfeiffer, 2004
A New Edition of the Book that Turned the Training World Upside Down
Just as the groundbreaking first edition of Multimedia-Based Instructional Design offered a complete guide to designing and developing interactive multimedia training, the second edition is filled with relevant new content, automated tools on the CD-ROM, updates on standards,...
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